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术To Commemorate the 70th Anniversary of the Chinese People’S Volunteers to the War to Resist

US Aggression and Aid Korea术

The Wise Decision，the Victorious Result，the Great Significance

——to Commemorate the 70th Anniversary of the Chinese People’S Volunteers

to the War to Resist US Aggression andAid Korea⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Qi Dexue(4)

Abstract：In the history of the People’S Republic of China and the history of the Chinese nation

since modem times，the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea is the most proud，memorable and

greatest war．This war was imposed on the Chinese people by the American authorities．The decision

of dispatching troops is made by the Central Committee of the CPC in the face of the extremely

difficult circumstances，is the wise strategic decision in order tO support Korean people against the

American invasion and maintain China’S national interests．the scientific decision made on the basis of

comprehensively analyzing the conditions on both sides，the brave decision embodied the CPC people’S

revolutionary courage and boldness of vision and the practical decisions based on striving to achieve the

best results at the worst possible situation．Although the two sides differed greatly in terms of economic

strength and military weapons and equipments，the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea achieved

a great victory no matter from which point of view．The victory of this war is of great significance to

China，to Korea，to the East and to the whole world．

Keywords：the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea，decision to dispatch troops，Chinese

People’S Volunteers，victory,significance

A Shining Example of Daring to Struggle and Being Good at Struggle

——to Commemorate the 70th Anniversary of the Chinese People’S Volunteers

to the Warto Resist US Aggression andAid Korea⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Nie Wenting(20)

Abstract：The War tO Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea is a glorious chapter of daring to

struggle and being good at struggle in New China．Faced with the armed intervention of US in the war,

the Central Committee of the CPC made active preparations for the military struggle with tough will to

fight，accurately positioned the objectives of the struggle and resolutely made the wise decision to form

the Chinese People’S Volunteer Army to fight in the DPRK according to the developmenttrend ofthe waE

On the Korean battlefield，under the leadership and command of the Central Committee of the CPC and

the Central Military Commission，the Chinese People’S Volunteers won the initiative in the war by their
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Abstracts

superb fighting skills and fought military and political battles with the tenacious fighting spirit together

with the people of the whole country and finally won a great victory in the War to Resist US Aggression

and Aid Korea．

Keywords：the W打to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea，struggle will，struggle aim，struggle

ability,struggle spirit

Review on the History of the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea in the

Past Decade⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Shi Shantao(33)

Abstract：The history of the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea is a developing field of

academic research．In the past decade，the research on traditional issues such as decision making，military

strategy and the significance of war had been enriched，consolidated and deepened．At the same time，the

research perspectives of scholars have also been increasingly broadened showing a multi·dimensional

feature．On the one hand，this manifests the different degrees of improvement on the quantity and quality

in publishing，books and academic papers published，on the other hand，it emerges a series of innovative

achievements in decision-making，the movement，character study,evaluation and historical significance，

local history research，criticize the historical nihilism of the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea．

HoweveL there are also some problems in the research，such as unbalanced research forces，excessive

reliance on foreign archives and literature and relatively single research models，all which need to be

improved in future research．

Keywords：the War to Resist US Aggression and Aid Korea，general situation，review

半Study on the Socimist System With Chinese Characteristies弗

National Model Workers Commendation in the 1980s and its Value of the Times⋯⋯Yao Li(48)

Abstract：In the l 980s．the national model workers were commended for six consecutive annual

awards and one large-scale commendation．The model workers commendation not only gathered energy

for the reform and opening··up in an all··round way,but also injected vitality into the construction of

socialist spiritual civilization．In 1 989，the name，scale，time and place of the commendation conference

for model workers were unified and fixed，the scope of commendation objects was expanded and

unified；the commendation of the organizational procedures got further clarified and improved，the way

of commendation was restored to be the combination of spiritual reward and material reward，and the

commendation system of model workers was preliminarily finalized．The model workers are the elite of

the nation，the backbone of the country,the backbone of society and the role model of the people．The

model worker spirit has always been the source of the strength for the Chinese people to create happy life

and promote social development．

Keywords：model workers，commendation，social mobilization，model worker spirit，social effects

Study on the Labor Competition in Shanghai State-run Industrial Enterprises

From 1949 to 1956⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LiuAnbing(59)

Abstract：From 1 949 to 1 956，with the development of the national situation，the labor competition
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in Shanghai state—run industrial enterprises went through three stages：germination，development and

climax．Each stage had different objectives，contents and characteristics of the competition．The labor

competition in Shanghai state—run industrial enterprises had made remarkable achievements：stimulated

the labor enthusiasm and creative spirit of the employees in state—run industrial enterprises which were

beneficial to the development of enterprise production and national economy and had realized the

unification of the individual value and social value of the employees；established a series of production

management systems of state—run industrial enterprises and improve their management level；set up a

good image of state—run industrial enterprises and further promote the socialist transformation of private

enterprises．

Keywords：the 1 950s，Shanghai，state—run industrial enterprises，labor competition

术Political History Research术

Study on the United Front Work in Land Ref日Irill in the Early of New China——Fbcus on

Democratic Personage’S Visit to the Countryside About Land Reform⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhang Zhisen(72)

Abstract：The united front is one of the three magic weapons for the CPC to defeat the enemy in the

Chinese revolution．In the early of New China，after the Land Reform Movement began，some democratic

personage showed their fantasy of“peaceful land reform”or attitudes of“doubt．dissatisfaction and even

conflict”．In order to expand and consolidate the broadest anti—feudal united front，reduce resistance to

Land Reform，educate and guide democratic personage and improve their ideological consciousness，

the Central Committee of the CPC issued an instruction to organize democratic personage to visit Land

Reform in the countryside．Under the leadership of the CPC Central Committee，local Party committees，

governments organized a large number of democratic personage to visit Land Reform in the countryside．

During their visit，the democratic personage were deeply educated，their attitudes towards Land Reform

changed fundamentally and they upheld and supported Land Reform one after another,which expanded

and consolidated the broadest anti-feudal united front and ensured the smooth completion of Land

Reforill task．

Keywords：Land Reform，democratic personage，the united front，go to the countryside to visit

芈Economic History Research芈

Takeover and Transformation of Yumen Oil Mine(194步一1952)⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Yuyan(87)

Abstract：Yumen Oil Mine was the largest and most productive oil field in China before 1 949．

After the liberation of Yumen Oil Mine，the Military Control Committee took over the oil mine with

the transitional method of“intact”and the production was quickly resumed．With the deepening of the

takeover work and the need to expand production，Yumen Oil Mine carried out democratic reform and

management system reform．The successful completion of takeover and transformation of Yumen Oil

Mine had realized its increase in output and opened the prelude of New China’S oil industry construction．

Keywords：Yumen Oil Mine，take over,production mobilization，democratic reform，management

system
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水Social History Research木

“Responsible for the SurvivaI of Future Generations”——China’S Tortuous Course of

Banning Organochlorine Pesticides of666 and DDT⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhang Lianhui(101)

Abstract：China’S tortuous course of banning organochlorine pesticides of 666 and DDT experienced

the following time points：in the 1 950s，the study on their residues began；in the 1 970s，the conscious

development of alternative pesticides began；in 1 982，the production began to be reduced；in 1 983，

the production was banned；in 1 992，the prohibition policy was formally implemented in agricultural

production；and in 2002，the law of banning agricultural production was officially promulgated．In order

to ensure the successful completion of the prohibition of organochlorine pesticides of 666 and DDT,the

Party and the Government had done lots of work：actively promoted the research of those two pesticides

and deepen the understanding of their harmfulness；promoted the implementation of the prohibition

work through the formulation of corresponding policies and regulations；took a series of coordinated and

supportive policy measures to resolve the impact of banning on the national economy and promoted the

development，transformation and upgrading of pesticide industry,chlor and alkali industry and chlorine

consumption industry．

Keywords：organochlorine pesticides，666，DDT,ban of production，ban of use

串Research Result of National Social Science Fund枣

Research on the Legislative Activities of the US Congress Concerning China

From 1949 to 1960⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Guo Yonghu&Bao Zhanjie(1 15)

Abstract：After the founding of New China，the US Congress put forward a large number of China-

related bills to get involved in China’S affairs．From 1 949 to l 960．the main contents of the legislative

activities concerning China in the US Congress included：required the US government to refuse to

recognize New China and obstruct the restoration of New China’S lawful seat in the United Nations；

gather the major western capitalist countries to implement a comprehensive blockade and embargo

against China；provided economic assistance and armed protection to the Taiwan authorities to interfere

with the resolution of the Taiwan issue by the CPC．The legislative activities related to China in the US

Congress reflected its hostile stance and comprehensive containment strategy towards New China and its

negative effects couldn’t be ignored．

Keywords：New China，the US Congress，Sino-US relations，proposed law related to China

书Research on National Defense and Military History木

AStudy on the Propaganda Work of Compulsory Military Service

in 1949—1956⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Jinwei&Li Yanyan(126)

Abstract：In the early of New China，by combining the specific works of militia construction，

military service legislation and conscription the Party and the Government promoted compulsory military

service step by step and laid a social foundation for the reform of the military service system．In the
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militia construction，based on the universal militia system and the basic militia system，the Party and the

Government initially propagandized the content of the compulsory military service to the people and

proposed the transition from the militia system to the compulsory military service．The publicity and

discussion of The Military Service Law of the People’S Republic of China(The Amended Draft)further

popularized the knowledge of compulsory military service．In order to promote the implementation of the

compulsory military service，in the conscription work of 1 954 and 1 955，the Party and the Government

propagandized the compulsory military service with emphasis and eliminated the ideological concerns

of the young people of the right age for military service about the compulsory military service．The

propaganda work of compulsory military service had aroused the people’S enthusiasm to support the

national defense construction，helped to establish the national defense consciousness of serving the

military according to the law and promoted the establishment and implementation of the compulsory

military service system．

Keywords：compulsory military service，propaganda work，concept of military service，military

service legislation

半Local History Research半

Mobilization of Migrant Workers in the Construction of Minor Third Line

in Shandong Province⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Bensen&Liu Shibin(136)

Abstract：Migrant workers were the important participants in the infrastructure construction of

Shandong’S Minor Third Line．From 1 965 to 1 967，the first step in the construction of Minor Third Line

in Shandong Province was to mobilize and organize migrant workers．The mobilization and selection of

migrant workers were mainly completed by counties，districts，communes and the production teams under

their jurisdiction and implemented by semi·military management，the selection principle showed the

characteristics of s仃ong political nature，localization and emphasis on skilled workers．In the construction

process，through ideological education，labor competition，standardized labor remuneration and other

ways the construction site leaders carried out further mobilization of migrant workers and stimulated their

labor enthusiasm．Through the continuous improvement of migrant workers mobilization，the potential

of migrant workers had been fully tapped and the construction of Shandong’S Minor Third Line had been

carried out smoothly．

Keywords：construction of Minor Third Line，Yimeng mountain area，national strategy,migrant

workers mobilization

术Book Review幸

Reappearance of History and Into the Futur}一Reading The Policy ofGreat Powers：Review and

Prospect ofPopulation Policy ofUew China⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Yuesheng(149)

Keywords：seek truth from facts，population policy,bookreview
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